Art Book Design

“Make it

readable.
Make it

look fabulous.
Make people
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want more.”

What constitutes successful book design? Are you hankering to understand
a little more about what it’s like to be a professional book illustrator?
In this article, author Jenny Poulter interviews one of her favourite designers.

w

e have all heard the
proverbial “You can’t tell
a book by its cover!” But
everyone in the Book industry knows

A. My personality is mostly that

way that surprises and pleases them

Q. How does collaboration work?
A.
of trust from those I collaborate with.
They let me have creative freedom
with their work which takes an

friends and work mates, than it is on
your own.

apart and cut them up, like a scissor
happy hairdresser. I respect that kind
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me produce a better product, plus
I love the surprise and excitement I
receive when I send my collaborators

experiences and how she overcame

Q.
cover, the book will not leave the
shelf!
- this is very important for any book,
but critical for a picture book or

a new project?
A.

Q. How important is the concept of
illustrative treatment.
for arty innovation or
a book that teachers will easily be
able to hold up and read to the class
and that children will easily be able
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it readable, make it look fabulous,
make people want more’. I also spent

to - Oh dear, I just revealed a little of
cover are important. Your cover has

live in a day where the boundaries of
what a picture book should look like
can be pushed... that’s creative fun!

The cover for Where’s Bear?! Also
demonstrates how I play around with
nice composition which also hints at
the story...

Q. What are the elements you look
for in the critical title font? How

Q. How do you determine which font
A. I look for readability, and a way to
illustrate the story but with type. I ask

critical factors and how do you marry

looks like it’s ready for print - a real
live book! I love it. I love their excited
reactions.

how does it feel? Does my font tell

Q. Do you follow a set process or is

Does the font look like it is part of
the whole illustration? I don’t see
pictures and then type, I see a whole

because I have already determined

A.

see a piece of art. A lot of what I do

is a piece of art to me, each spread
is a piece of art. Art with words and
pictures. In Wiggle and Oink it was

Takara Beech
/ Illustrator Extraordinaire with Word

intuition as well as the practical nitty

A. I treat the inside of the story the
same as I do the cover, I usually

usually don’t just type in the title and
is really what has become the
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Q. What do you think are the
standout elements that separate a

Do that, but just know that it’s
possible, even probable that

amateur production?
A.

A.
determines what is done with text
and where it is placed within the
of her online videos where she used

between a self published book and a

The sheer number of words used to
decisions. Not a lot of words, means
And she did.

I think the short answer is. It’s the
subconscious pause in the reader. It

It can dance around the pictures or

Now if you deliberately want to stop
the reader, then it’s a method that
can be used to keep the reader

means you need more space for
them. It’s easier to put them on a

answer.

I would say, unless you know what
day for three to four years. They
back on the reader. We don’t want
to do that. W e want to invite them
deeper into the story.
themselves, “How does that A

word? How do those words
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I want to treat text like an illustration.
I want to play with it. I want it to
illustrate the story and convey
emotion too.
Q. Would you share with us
your favourite/s? What are you
A. My absolute favourite
book cover at the moment is
The Passing, which is almost
ready for publication. I just

that told the whole story in one
Then there’s picture books,

Another book I love is Catching
a Dream, the story is beautiful,
just beautiful and I love Claudia’s

I love the contrast of the

story. You have to understand

illustration. I love the contrast
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colour and the symbols within

the symbolism was not suitable for
a picture book. I didn’t understand.
I loved them and felt they would
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I love the end result of so many of

book so the reader wants to keep
You can see all the critical
Q.
the most important considerations in
A.

makes me happy. It’s also a beautiful,

illustrated, ballad form poem and
not for little children. Now they have

time, human nature and the ability
the earth has to heal and make
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I love that moment when there’s a
spark and I know exactly what I’m

text intact.
Oh there’s so many, The comic book
style of Zippitty Bears was so much

Q. Some books are cover to cover

the same time.

she was easy to art direct. In the
Dark Watch

this space with all your critical
information. Yes, you can illustrate to

trust, chop, chop, chop xx
these decisions?
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09 The Passing
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